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Problem
Mesora has been a major Bible study portal for 
1/4 century with 1000s of original essays. But 
over time, visits plateaued with sluggish 
growth.
I was the sole strategist and designer (exclu-
sive product ownership) tasked with determin-
ing strategies and design considerations to 
optimize Mesora’s opt-in subscriber and 
readership growth. Mesora’s readers are 
Bible-minded, English readers, ages 16-65 
located globally.

Goal 
Optimize Bible education to the largest 
audience

Constraints 
• 1 month deadline
• Limited budget
• Pages with many links too large to fit legibly 

on mobile
• Email providers distort HTML emails (image 

slice distortion)

Problems Addressed
Design of a new desktop/mobile website and 
branding, consolidating 1000s of articles and 
content into a fewer screens with multiple 
search methods and easy access. A user-cen-
tric approach was satisfied through a more 
pleasing design, by adding new code for 
multi-directional page scrolling, adding Google 
Search, featuring highlighted content on the 
home page, adding researched/retouched key 

M

art and motion, and button interactions. The 
HTML slices issue was resolved by applying 
custom HTML code to control seamless slices. 
The flagship Jewishtimes magazine was 
redesigned with 100s of new issues laid out 
and emailed to the email list.

Attaining  Growth
• Facebook Open Graph applied to website and 

magazines
• Multiple site sharing methods
• Research included identifying Facebook’s 

largest a�nity groups, and posting there 
weekly

• HTML weekly emails: Bold images and 
succinct verbiage

• Prominent subscribe prompts
• Bold new branding and magazine cover design
• New books designed and o�ered free as 

e-Books

Success
• 750% sustained growth (GA stats at right)
• 874,000 Mesora links appeared in Google 

searches
• 78,000 opt-in subscribers
• 1/4 mil. raised in fundraising & ads
• 2 ambulances purchased
• 100s of magazines designed 
• 200,000 signatures supporting 

peace
• MSNBC anchor supports Mesora 
• US News & World Report story on 

Mesora founder

Throughout development, I learned of 
advanced site mapping tool, email limitations, 
and new code which produced clean HTML, 
fostering subscriber growth and web visits. 
Mock ups and prototypes were obviated by 
creating live HTML page demos subsequent 
to the initial redesign. I learned of Facebook’s 
Open Graph and how to apply it to both web 
and print products. Monitoring weekly site 
activity, I learned the precise imagery and 

MESORA
Rebranding & Development 
Mobile/Desktop

verbiage that impacts growth. I am very 
satisfied having delivered this desktop/mo-
bile product and redesign in a single month, 
retaining all site content, and that web visits 
have risen 750%…one day reached 1000%.  
Following a researched, planned and rational 
strategy of best practices yields optimal 
success. I am most proud of the cohesive 
visual design and sustained growth of new 
subscribers, validating all my steps. ■

Former site

New desktop site:  https://www.Mesora.org

Current GA displaying sustained 750% growth

 750%
Growth



M MESORA

New mobile site design and development:  https://www.Mesora.org



M MESORA
Weekly HTML email

Website/Magazine sharing: OG hyperlinked image that populates Facebook users’ pages

A sampling of 100s of magazines I designed that drove subscribers:  www.issuu.com/mesora



Problem: New brands requiring 
awareness to boost sales
I was the sole strategist and 
designer (end-to-end ownership) 
tasked with rebranding the 
Reliable-1 Labs corporate identity, 
website, products, Boroleum 
branding and website, all social 
media, video scripting and produc-
tion, and ultimately optimizing sales 
for all products.
Audience: mothers in USA age 
25-65.

Goal: Optimize over-the-counter 
meds (OTC) sales
Digital products alone not drive 
sales. To that end, I fully explore my 
client’s business model, define their 
competitive advantage, products, 
services ...and revenue streams: 
Which streams have they tapped 
well, and what new avenues will 
increase sales and dominate market 
share? I proactively recommend 
marketing and design strategies 
that continue to prove successful, as 
seen in testimonials I have received 
over the years. 

Problems Addressed
Reliable-1 Labs and Boroleum had 
outdated identity and their 
products were too generic with no 
branding. I addressed this 
problem head-on by designing a 
new in-vogue corporate logo, with 
modern typography and colors, 
new cohesive package branding, 
a new e-comm website, and social 
media posts, and a series of 
promotional video commercials 
which I scripted and produced 
which ignited sales. I also 
managed their Facebook ad 
campaign. 

Attaining Growth
• Bold new identifiable branding 
and unique new package design, 
a�rmed by industry praise
• Facebook video ad series with 
highly refined demographics 
linking to Amazon
• New e-comm website
• B2B presentations 

Success
• 300% growth surpassed 
expectations (Amazon “Seller 
Central” stats)  ■

RELIABLE-1 
LABORATORIES
360º Design & Marketing
 Mobile/Desktop

Desktop site:  https://www.Reliable1Labs.com

Mobile site:  https://www.Reliable1Labs.com

A Natural Energy Source 
Fast-Acting Liquid Vitamin Form
for Better Nutrient Absorption

DIETARY SUPPLEMENT

8 FL. OZ (240 ML)

B12
CIRCULATORY &
NERVE HEALTH

DELICIOUS
NATURAL
CHERRY

1000 mcg

Driving sales through
new product lines



RELIABLE-1

https://www.nydesign.com/nyds-video.html

Branding, websites and presentations

Mobile site, branding, social media and videos

My Facebook video ads grew sales 300%
With a new intuitive UI and robust tools 
modeled after Animate, Reels can o�er 

Meta users and advertisers pro video 
creation to leverage this new venue, with 

watershed revenue streams. 
Furthermore, by o�ering Reels publication 

not only within the Meta ecosystem, but on 
other social media platforms, we increase 

video views and revenues exponentially.

 300%
Growth



Problem: The retirement 
community lacked a simplified 
tool enabling the 65+ popula-
tion to easily manage their 
retirement finances. 
Banks had no solution. 
Income Discovery’s CEO Manish 
Mohaltra was approaching banks 
with a poorly designed software 
app. The on-boarding process 
consisted of multiple cumber-
some screens, bouncing the user 
from screen to screen, which 
disoriented them due to poor 
navigation. And there was no 
design, it was simply an Excel 
spreadsheet with database 
functionality. 
Manish retained me as the sole 
strategist and designer tasked 
with designing his desktop 
platform. After a number of 
meetings and reviewing the user 
flow, I consolidated all data input 
an output into a single screen. I 
divided screen regions into 
income and expense areas as well 
as a color-coded interactive line 

chart which clearly displayed 
financial data. I selected san serif 
typography for simplicity, and a 
unique color palette. I created 
new user-centric and visually 
pleasing input functions allowing 
elders to easily enter income 
sources and expenses, creating 
realtime charts that were easily 
digestible. I created additional 
plotting tools providing ease of 
mind to this audience answering 
their primary concern: “What will 
my finances be at any given day, 
month and year?
In less than one month I delivered 
this static GUI, and proactively 
innovated tools that would help 
this audience share live sessions 
and PDF screenshots in order to 
gain advice from their children.
After delivering my design, the 
president was satisfied and we 
had no further communications. 
I cannot verify if this was 
produced or deployed. I share this 
project to demonstrate my 
thinking, strategies and design. ■

INCOME 
DISCOVERY
Enterprise Software Design
 Desktop/Mobile

Innovating New UI/UX Strategies & Standards: 
Functionality, interactions, layout, UC Design, motion, branding, 
navigation and more. Challenge me & be pleasantly surprised. 
RESULT: OPTIMIZED REVENUES
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Simplified Income/Expenses Management
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INCOME DISCOVERY

Subsequent to completing the GUI, Income 
Discovery’s CEO requested I create their pitch 
deck. This is the complete set of slides, where I 
also created all illustrations. 
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Bids Keywords Edit Ad HistoryMetrics

Clicks       Impr.       CTR       Avg.CPC    Cost       Avg. Pos.

6,000

4,000

2,000

0

Display last

US

Can

Eur

Position #1 @ $14.55

You: Position #6 @ $10.45

Dots = Bid changes

24 hours

 2088 80 10% $10.45 $885.12 4

 1765 80 10% $10.45 $885.12 4

 98 80 10% $10.45 $885.12 4

Click
Counter 25/hr14,257

If not logged in, bubble appears
for 5 seconds then fades out

New bid tool appears in results when
advertisers search their keywords

Additional tabs o�er performance metrics, 
keyword suggestion tool, ad text editor, other 
TBD.

B

Advertisers check Google ad placement. 
Seeing ranking rise “ live” induces competitive 
bidding, driving AdWords’ revenues. 
New options automate strategic bidding, again 
driving AdWords’ sales. After bid increase, ads 
reposition      in real-time. Live Click Counter      
and hourly click rate tick higher when bids are 
increased.

A

B C

Bids Metrics Keywords Edit Ad History

Maintain
This Rank

...up to
this bid:

Save

1 $0.75

...up to this
daily budget: $750 ...for this

many days: 14

...by this
margin... $0.95

Outbid $14.55 to take over position #1
Current

bid $10.45 Current
rank: #6

Live Click
Counter 25/hr14,257

Add more options below...or click Save

C

A 

Login to manage

(RESULTS PAGE MANAGEMENT)

Presently, ad management is not located on 
search results pages. Induced bidding/sales 
will be realized when advertisers experience 
real-time ad positioning on live results 
pages. Sales will increase with increased 
advertiser engagement.

RPM
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SAVE

Photo Capture
Save to: ../Images/Pixon      Change
Color         BW
Size: 640x480     1080x1920     2048x1536

Video Capture
Save to: ../Images/Pixon      Change
Color         BW

AVI (.avi) 
H.264 & H.265 
WebM (.webm)
MJPEG (.mjpg, .mjp) 
MPEG-1, MPEG-2 & MPEG-4 
3GPP & 3GPP2
BDAV MPEG-2 transport stream

Default Settings
Resolution
Zoom
Artifacts
Detect
Hue
Clarity

SETTINGS

4:45

Photo Capture

Video Capture

Folders

Thumbnails

Search Files

Settings

Share History

Trash

4:45
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud 
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Creating intuitive GUI functions & strategies:
Pixon Vision is a former client who retained me for logo, branding and promotional materials. 
Their hardware for the military and medical industries greatly enhances static and video imagery. 
I proactively created this app to remotely control that hardware, in place of their HMI.  
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RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

SAVE THIS INFO

Log In

User Name

Password

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

SEARCH RESULTS

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

TOP RATED ALBUMS

TOP RATED RA

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

Search

Album Title

Track Title

TRAX faves

SEARCH

ALBUM PLAY

Up and Up (Coldplay)

Marry You (Bruno Mars)

Marie (John Mayer)

The Wall (Pink Floyd)

Us and Them: Pink Floyd
ADD TO LIST     PLAY      SHARE

LOG IN

ICON

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

 

SEARCH

NOW PLAYING

PLAYLISTS

MY ALBUMS

PROFILE / SETTINGS

HOME/RATED MUSIC

LOG OUT

MENU

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

SCREENNAME: MARSHALL GISSER

PASSWORD: *********

EMAIL: m.g@nydesign.com

DESKTOP APP SYNC: ON

OFFLINE TRACKS TO SAVE: 

NOTIFICATIONS: ON

SHARING: ON

PROMOTIONS: ON

PROFILENOW PLAYINGSEARCH

PLAY ALBUM/LIST
SELECT/PLAY TRACK

SEARCH RESULTS

34,233/455 13,555/77 9,447/366

9,447/366

12,033/670

12,033/670

303,209/35

303,209/35

25,022/189

25,022/189

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

NOW PLAYING PROFILE / SETTINGSMY ALBUMS

Us and Them: Pink Floyd
ADD TO LIST     PLAY      SHARE

PLAY TRACK

NOW PLAYING

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

NOW PLAYING

Us and Them: Pink Floyd
ADD TO LIST     PLAY      SHARE

PLAY ALBUM

ADD TRACK TO LIST...

Party list 1

John Mayer

Beatles

Oldies

Funk

New  List

NOW PLAYING

RA
RATE AND SHARE YOUR MUSIC

NOW PLAYING

Us and Them: Pink Floyd
ADD TO LIST     PLAY      SHARE

MANAGE LISTS

MANAGE LIST

John Mayer — Tracks

Marie

Next Time

Happiness

Gravity

Delete  List

MY ALBUMS/LISTS

ADD TRACK TO LIST

HOME/FEATURED

MENU

1
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POP-UP

SELECTOR

TAP TO ADD

HOLD TO MANAGE

STATIC
Rating: When green “+” and red “x” icons are clicked, album 
is added to database. Home screen serves ordered top 
albums/tracks favorited by users. 
Blue: Interactive: hyperlinks/active/selected.
Share: Accesses phone contacts and sends preformatted 
message with programmed link.
On/O�, Personal data (viz, name): Changed by single tap on 
text and typing name in place, or toggle on or o�.  “New List” 
title can be created with tap. After new list title is saved 
under last list name (“Funk”), “New List” text appears one 
line below “Funk.” Process repeats until all new lists are 
created. 
Manage Lists: White arrows indicate ability to drag-reorder 
selected audio track. “X” deletes track from list.
Orientation: “Add track to list” and “Manage lists” has 
superimposed smaller screens with edge-glows to orient 
user that he/she is within a parent menu link . Parent window 
is behind superimposed screens and is grayed-out.
Albums/tracks: Tap/play
Audio controls: Appear while track/album/list are active.
Hamburger: Spins vertical when in menu.

MOTION 
Icon: From smartphone desktop, tapped icon grows to 
opaque proprietary blue, edges glow, then  blue fades and 
fills screen and fades to login screen...all within 2 seconds.
Screen Transitions: 
In: As if zooming-in from behind user, next screen fades in 
larger to smaller from 50% to 100% opacity to fill screen.
Out: Reverse of above.
Hyperlinks
Text: Text fills blue horizontally left to right very fast then 
next screen appears. 
Button: Same as above.

Creating intuitive GUI functions & strategies:




